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Across

1. envisions and expects favorable 

results

3. a pledge or promise; obligation

5. open and genuine; not deceitful

8. worthy of trust

13. working together

17. worthy of trust; reliable

18. esteem for or a sense of the worth of 

a person

19. characterized by care and 

perseverance in carrying out tasks

21. general excellence of standard or 

level

23. adaptable

24. feeling of being grateful or thankful

25. not arrogant

26. See change as a chance

27. the accomplishment of one's goals

28. capable of doing many things

29. providing encouragement

30. place of employment

31. Put the facts front and center

Down

2. showing concern for the rights and 

feelings of others

4. cooperative effort of people acting 

together

6. the desire to learn or know about 

anything

7. Listen to understand where others are 

coming from

9. Being generous with your time, 

knowledge and connections

10. a thinker who focuses on the problem 

and works to synthesize information and 

knowledge to achieve a solution

11. Say what you'll do and do what you say

12. involved, contributing

14. to be grateful or thankful for

15. enjoyment or playfulness

16. introduction of new things or methods

20. capable of adjusting to different 

situations

22. ability to perceive and appreciate 

what is amusing or comical

Word Bank

commitment versatile collaborative considerate diligent StayCurious

supportive success fun unassuming adaptable SAPConcur

reliable dependable KeepThePromise SenseOfHumor PositiveAttitude EmbraceDifferences

quality respect gratitude innovation problem-solver sincere

flexible teamwork curiosity appreciate engaged TellItLikeItIs
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